
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Named after a city renowned for its delightful beer, tasteful structures and 
liberal neighborliness, this beverage network won't frustrate the popular 
entertainer. The extraordinary contemporary dull tempered steel complete 
organizing handle shines and conveys sleek refinement to any elaborate 
design. With the ability to spare to 138 cans and 6 bottles of wine your 
guests will never be requiring.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions
Width 60cm 23.82"
Depth 65cm 25.59"
Height 87cm 34.45"

Shipping Details
Shipping Depth 72cm 28.54"
Shipping Width 68cm 26.77"
Shipping Height 96cm 37.99"
Shipping Weight 58kg 127.9lbs

Capacity
Volume 158 litres 5.6 cu.ft.
Can Capacity (355mL) 138
Bottle Capacity (750mL) 6
UPC 0 6763800455 8

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 39 °F High: 64 °F

WARRANTY
The Silhouette Select SSBC056D2B-S comes with a 24-month in-home 
warranty on parts and labour. Installation and yearly maintenance 
(cleaning) of the fridge are not covered under thewarranty.

PRAGUE
24" Single Zone Beverage Center - SSBC056D2B-S

PRODUCT FEATURES

Luxury, Obstruction-Free
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighboring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to this ingeniously 
designed door system

Stylish & Sound Shelving
Black Stainless Steel trimmed black wire shelves assist with cold air evenly 
dissipating throughout the cabinet for rapid cooling of beverages

Safeguarding Coolness
The alarm system works to ensure your beverages are continuously stored 
at the ideal temperature. An alert will gently sound if the door is not 
securely closed or when the temperature gets higher than your desired 
setting, so you can always be sure your drinks are perfectly chilled.

Never Be left in the Dark
The true, blue LED track lighting that illuminates the interior of this unit 
exquisitely displays your beverages without any damaging heat. This 
feature can be turned off or off at your leisure, so your selection can be in 
the spotlight or more discreetly displayed.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com
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